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a b s t r a c t
A local Whittle estimator is developed to simultaneously estimate the long memory
parameters for stationary anisotropic scalar random fields. It is shown that these estimators
are consistent and asymptotically normal, under some weak technical conditions. A brief
simulation study illustrates a practical application of the estimator.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Stationary scalar random fields with spatial long memory are useful in many diverse areas of applications (see,
e.g., [2,8,21] and references therein). The Hurst parameter codes the extent of long memory, i.e., the power-law decay
of autocorrelation as a function of separation distance in space. In many applications, it is unreasonable to employ an
isotropic model, and hence there is a different Hurst index in each coordinate direction. In studies of ground water flow
and contaminant transport, essential physical properties such as hydraulic conductivity are commonly modelled as scalar
random fields with long memory. Estimates of the Hurst (long memory) index typically yield a larger value in the direction
of flow, and a smaller value in the direction transverse to the flow.
In this paper, we develop a robust method to simultaneously estimate the Hurst index in each scaling direction. Our local
Whittle estimator is based on spectralmethods, essentially the idea that the power spectrumgrows as a power lawnear zero
if the autocorrelation decays as a power law near infinity. If the autocorrelations decay at a different power law rate in each
spatial coordinate direction, then the spectral density grows as a different power law in each coordinate of the frequency.
The localWhittlemethod assumes only the power-law asymptotics of the spectral density at the origin, making it extremely
robust. The usual Whittle estimator estimates the Hurst index using the entire spectral density, and consequently the bias
and standard deviation of the full Whittle estimator are comparable. One advantage of the local Whittle method is that the
bias is always negligible with respect to the standard deviation, see Guyon [15].
Most commonly used random field models with long memory are isotropic [1,27]. The prototypical example is the




(‖x− y‖H−d/2 − ‖y‖H−d/2) W (dy) (1.1)
where 0 < H < 1 and W (dy) is an independently scattered Gaussian random measure on Rd. This random field is
self-similar B(cx) ∼ cHB(x) (same finite dimensional distributions) with stationary increments X(x) = 1B(x) where
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1 = 5di=1(I − Li) and LiX(x) = X(x − bi) with b1 · · · bd the standard basis for Rd. A more flexible anisotropic random





ϕ(x− y)H−q/2 − ϕ(−y)H−q/2) W (dy) (1.2)
where ϕ(cEx) = cϕ(x) and q = trace(E), with cE = exp(E log c) and exp(A) = I+A+A2/2!+ · · · the exponential operator.
This random field is operator self-similar B(cEx) ∼ cHB(x), so that if E = diag(a1, . . . , ad) then Bi(t) = B(tbi) is self-similar
Bi(ct) ∼ cH/aiBi(t) with a Hurst index that varies with coordinate. For example, to get an isotropic fractional Brownian
random field, take E = I the identity matrix, and use the filter ϕ(x) = ‖x‖. Operator self-similar random fields provide a
more flexible model for physical quantities that exhibit significant anisotropy and long range dependence, with a different
Hurst index in each coordinate.
In order to fit one of these anisotropic random field models to real data, the first step is usually to detrend and/or
difference the data to obtain a stationary spatial process. Then we estimate the Hurst parameters for the stationary spatial
process. For estimation of the Hurst index in one dimension, there are quite a few methods available, see Beran [3], Taqqu
and Teverovsky [28], and the book of Robinson [25]. One could apply one of these estimators of the Hurst index for one
dimensional sections Bi(t) of the data, but this produces a different estimator for each slice. In this paper, we develop
estimators based on all the data. In order to simplify the presentation, we state and prove our results in dimension d = 2.
However, the extension to high dimensions is not difficult.








τl,k ∼ l−3/2+H1k−3/2+H2 as both (l, k)→∞, (1.4)








the Discrete Fourier Transform of τl,k. Then the spectral density function f (x, y) = |τ(x, y)|2/4pi2 of the spatial series (1.3)
will satisfy
f (x, y) ∼ Gx1−2H1y1−2H2 as both (x, y)→ (0, 0). (1.6)
For example, let Lj be the lag operator
L1Xs,t = Xs−1,t , L2Xs,t = Xs,t−1.
An ARMA field is generated from
P(L1, L2)Xs,t = Q (L1, L2)εs,t .
If P(eiλ) 6= 0 for all λ ∈ [−pi, pi]2, then there is an unique stationary solution Xs,t ; e.g., see [26]. A straightforward extension
of [10, Theorem 4.4.2] to spatial series shows that the spectral density function of Xs,t is






For another example, take 1/2 > d1, d2 > 0, and consider
(1− L1)d1(1− L2)d2P(L1, L2)Xs,t = Q (L1, L2)εs,t ,
where (1 − L)df (x) = ∑∞j=0wjf (x − j) with wj = Γ (j − d)/[Γ (d + 1)Γ (−d)] the usual fractional difference operator.
A straightforward extension of [10, Theorem 13.2.1] to spatial series shows that there is an unique stationary solution Xs,t
with spectral density function




|1− e−ix|−2d1 |1− e−iy|−2d2 |Q (e
−ix, e−iy)|2
|P(e−ix, e−iy)|2 .
Then [10, page 522] shows that (1.6) holds as (x, y) → (0, 0), where di = Hi − 1/2 for i = 1, 2. Refer to Lavancier [19]
for more examples. Boissy [6] considers the special case where P ≡ Q ≡ 1, and then one can explicitly compute the
auto-covariance
γ (k, l) = (−1)
k+lΓ (1− 2d2)Γ (1− 2d2)σ 2
Γ (k+ d1 + 1)Γ (1− k− d1)Γ (l+ d2 + 1)Γ (1− l− d2) ,
which is a product of the covariance of two ARFIMA (0, d1, 0) and ARFIMA (0, d2, 0) time series.
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A stationary spatial series satisfying (1.3) and (1.5) is anisotropic when H1 6= H2. If Hi ∈ (1/2, 1) for i = 1, 2, then the
restriction of this process to any slice along the ith coordinate axis is a long memory processes with Hurst parameter Hi.
Several estimators of the long memory parameter Hi exist, and could be applied to any slice. However, in this paper, we
develop an estimator of H = (H1,H2) that uses all the data, combining the information in each slice.
It is known that in the one dimension case, the two long memory conditions
f (x) ∼ Gx1−2H as x→ 0, (1.7)
and
γ (k) ∼ gk2H−2 as k→∞, (1.8)
are closely related [24]:when g = 2GΓ (2−2H) cos(piH), it is known that for 0 < H < 1/2, (1.8) implies (1.7) (see Yong [30,
page 90]), whereas for 1/2 < H < 1, (1.7) and (1.8) are equivalent if the γ (k) are quasi-monotonically convergent to zero,
that is, γ (k)→ 0, as k→∞, and for some C <∞, γ (k+1) ≤ γ (k)(1+C/k) for all large enough k (see Yong [30, page 75]).
In the two dimensional case, if (1.4) holds, then it is not hard to show that the autocovariance function of the spatial
series (1.3) satisfies
γ (k1, k2) ∼ G∗k2H1−21 k2H2−22 , as both (k1, k2)→ (∞,∞), (1.9)
and then (1.6) follows. This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we introduce the local Whittle method. In Section 3,
we prove the consistency of the local Whittle estimators of the long memory parameters. Section 4 includes some technical
lemmas. Throughout the rest of the paper, we useΠ k to denote the cube [−pi, pi]k in Rk.
2. Local Whittle method
TheWhittlemethod estimates theHurst index of self-similarity based on the asymptotic properties of the spectral density
near the origin. The Whittle estimator in one dimension is asymptotically efficiency, in the sense that it achieves the same
asymptotic variance as the exact MLE does when the process is Gaussian. Additional information and details can be found in
Robinson [24], Beran [3] and Fox and Taqqu [12]. An essential ingredient in this approach is the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of the process. Under the semi-parametric setup, where only (1.7) is assumed, both the DFT and the tapered DFT can
be used to estimate the long memory parameters, see for example Dahlhaus [11], Lahiri [18], and Velasco [29].
Assume that we observe Xs,t on a regular grid RN = {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , n} with sample size N = n2, and E[Xs,t ] = 0.
Let X¯n = N−1∑ns,t=1 Xs,t the sample mean, and γ (k, l) = E[Xs,tXs+k,t+l] the auto-covariance. We can estimate γ (k, l) by its
sample version γn(k, l) = N−1∑ Xs,tXs+k,t+l where the sum is over 1 ≤ s, t ≤ n such that 1 ≤ s + k, t + l ≤ n as well.
Define the periodogram as (see [26, page 63])
In(x, y) = 1
(2pin)2




The idea of the Whittle method originated from maximum likelihood estimation. If, for the time being, we assume
X = (Xt , t = 1, . . . ,N) ∼ N (0,Σ), where Σ = Σ(θ), and θ represents the unknown parameter(s) in the covariance
matrix, then the log-likelihood function of X is
LN(θ) = −N2 log 2pi −
1
2
log |Σ | − 1
2
X ′Σ−1X .
Grenander and Szegö [14, Eq. (12) on page 65] show that
lim





log f (x; θ)dx.






Therefore, LN can be approximated by
− N
2










f (x; θ)dx. (2.2)
By Kolmogorov’s formula for the one-step mean square prediction error [10, page 184],






log f (x; θ0)dx
}
,
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f (x, y; θ)dxdy.









where xi = 2pi i/n and yj = 2pi j/n for i, j = 1, . . . , n are the discrete Fourier frequencies. We write Ii,j = In(xi, yj) for short,
and likewise fi,j = f (xi, yj). In one dimensional case, I(xi) does not change if Xs,t − X¯ is replaced by Xs,t . As mentioned in
Robinson [24], the discrete version (2.3) is preferred because of computational efficiency, and invariance of Ii,j with respect
to the unknown mean of Xs,t . Results on the consistency and asymptotic normality of the Whittle estimator for an ARFIMA
time series with long memory can be found in Fox and Taqqu [12], Giraitis and Surgailis [13]; and for one special case of
a spatial ARFIMA series, see Boissy et al. [7], where properties of Toeplitz matrices are used, following the ideas used in
Hannan [17].
In the current semi-parametric setup, we consider a spatial ARIMA process with spectral density f (x, y) satisfying (1.6),














where Hi ∈ [δ, 1− δ] for some arbitrary small δ > 0 (to avoid the boundary of the parameter set), and an integermwhich
satisfiesm/n→ 0 (so that we only consider frequencies close to zero). For 1/2 < 11 < 12 < 1, We can also write
(Hˆ1, Hˆ2) = arg min
11≤Hi≤12
R(H1,H2),
R(H1,H2) = log Gˆ(H1,H2)+ 1− 2H1m
m∑
i=1













Robinson [24] proved consistency and asymptotic normality of the localWhittle estimator for univariatemoving averages
with long memory. For a spatial moving average with long memory, we aim to give natural extensions of those results.
We note that for classical ARMA spatial series with spatial dimension d = 2, the sample autocovariance γn(k) is a biased
estimator of γ (k), with E[γn(k)−γ (k)] = O(n), which is the same order as the variance of γn(k). Therefore, tomake the bias
negligible, a modified sample covariance is used in calculating In(x, y), see [26] for details. When using the Whittle method
to achieve root n consistency of estimators, a similar technique is used by several authors, see [20,26]; otherwise, the bias is
not negligible, see also [7]. When the localWhittle method is applied, we expect the rate of convergence (for consistency) to
be root
√
m, wherem/n→ 0. Hence the bias is asymptotically negligible, and therefore, we consider the usual periodogram
without any modification.
3. Consistency
In this section, we present our results on the consistency of the local Whittle estimator of the long memory parameters
H = (H1,H2) for anisotropic fields in two spatial dimensions. The arguments depend heavily on the properties of Fourier
Transformations of spectral density functions. Extensions to three dimensions or higher are straightforward, butwe state and
prove our results in two dimensions for ease of notation. To prove consistency of Hˆ , we need some technical assumptions:
A1. The random field Xs,t is covariance stationary with spectral density function f (x, y) = g(x, y)h(x, y) for x, y ∈ [−pi, pi],
where:
(i) g is continuous, non-negative function and g(0, 0) = G0 > 0;
(ii) h(x, y) = h1(x)h2(y) for x, y ∈ [−pi, pi] is integrable, with h1(x) ∼ x−2d1 and h2(y) ∼ y−2d2 as x, y → 0 for some
constants d1, d2 ∈ (0, 1/2).
A2. In [−pi, pi], g(x, y) is differentiable with
d
dx
log h1(x) = O(x−1), x→ 0; ddy log h2(y) = O(y
−1), y→ 0.
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Denote H = (H1,H2), Hˆ = (Hˆ1, Hˆ2), and H0 = (H10,H20) the true parameter. Also write the parameter space
Θ = [11,12]2.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose (1.3) and that assumptions A1–A3 hold. Then
Hˆ→p H0 as n→∞.
Proof. For 0 < δ < 1/2, letNδ = {H : |H1−H10| ≤ δ, |H2−H20| ≤ δ},Ncδ is the complement ofNδ . Let S(H) = R(H)−R(H0).
Then




R(H)) ≤ P( inf
Ncδ∩Θ
S(H) ≤ 0),
since H0 ∈ Nδ ∩Θ . Let
























log i− logm+ 1
)






log j− logm+ 1
)
,











One can see S(H) = −T (H)+ U(H). Then P(Hˆ ∈ Ncδ ∩Θ) equals
P( inf
Ncδ∩Θ
{U(H)− T (H)} ≤ 0) ≤ P(sup
Θ
|T (H)| ≥ inf
Ncδ∩Θ
U(H)).




j . Since for 0 < x < 1,
x− log(1+ x) ≥ x2/6 and−x− log(1− x) ≥ x2/2, we have
inf
N¯δ∩Θ
U(H) ≥ δ2/3. (3.1)
Therefore, to prove the consistency of Hˆ , it suffices to show
sup
Θ
|T (H)|→p 0. (3.2)





∣∣∣∣∣ = op(1); (3.3)
sup
Θ
























log i− (logm− 1)
∣∣∣∣∣ = o(1). (3.5)
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By Lemma 1 and Lemma2 in Robinson [24], (3.4)= O(m−2(11−Hi0)−1)→ 0 asm→∞ for i = 1, 2; and (3.5)= O(logm/m).




































with κ = [2(H1−H10)+ 1][2(H2−H20)+ 1] and gij = G0x1−2H10i y1−2H20j . By Lemma 1 in Robinson [24], B(H) ≥ 1/2. Hence
to prove the consistency of Hˆ , it is sufficient to show
A(H)→p 0. (3.6)



































































































































=: a(H)+ b(H)+ c(H)+ d(H).
In the following argument, we use Lemma A.1, and the subsequent derivations (A.23)–(A.29) in Appendix, which are
generalisations of Theorem 2 in Robinson [24] to the two dimensional case.







∣∣∣∣ E ∣∣∣∣ Iijgij
∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cη
for any η > 0. By (A.27),














































E|4pi2Iijε − 1| → 0,
and hence a(H) = op(1).






∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2r (3.8)

























































































































by (A.27); the third term b3 tends to zero in probability by (A.29). Therefore, b(H)→p 0.
Similarly, c(H)→p 0.


























by using (A.23) and the arguments for b(H), one can also show that d(H)→p 0. Thus the consistency of Hˆ is proved. 
4. Asymptotic distribution
To obtain the asymptotic distribution of the local Whittle estimators, we need additional assumptions.
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AA1. The assumption A1 is true. In addition, for some β1, β2 ∈ (0, 2],
h1(x) ∼ x1−2H10(1+ O(xβ1)), h2(y) ∼ y1−2H20(1+ O(yβ2)), x, y→ 0.



























AA4. The fourth moment of ε1 is finite.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose (1.3) and AA1–AA4 hold. Then












































0 = (0, 0)′, and I is the identity matrix.




, which is weaker than the bound
Op((logm)3) for the bias in [7]. However, our results also apply to non-Gaussian processes, so they are more general than
the case considered in [7].








R(H¯)(Hˆ − H0), (4.1)








R(H0)− 12An H⇒ N(0, I), (4.3)









































































Gˆ2i (H)Gˆ(H)− (Gˆ1i (H))2
)
,






Define the following terms, for k = 0, 1, 2,














































Let F 0(H) = F 01 (H) = F 02 (H), and E0(H) = E01 (H) = E02 (H). Sometimes, we omit (H) in these notations for easy writing.

































R(H0)→p 4I . (4.6)












)2+ op(1) = 4+ op(1);
R1,2 = R2,1 = op(1).
Therefore, (4.6) is true.
Let q = 2H10 + 2H20 − 2. By the proof of Lemmas A.6 and A.7, as n→∞
Rjj(H¯) = 4




{F 2j (H0)F 0(H0)− (F 1j (H0))2} + op(1), j = 1, 2;
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and
R12(H¯) = 4 [E3(H0)+ op(n




{F3(H0)F 0(H0)− F 11 (H0)F 12 (H0)} + op(1).
Thus (4.5) follows by using (4.4) and the claim (4.2) is proved.
To prove (4.3), let νi = log xi − 1m
∑m





















































































i=1 νi = 0, Gˆ(H0) = G0 + Op((logm)1/2/m3/4 + (m/n)β1 + (m/n)β2) from Lemma A.6 and summation by parts
together with AA3, Lemmas A.4 and A.5 and
∑m−1























Zs,t + op(1), (4.7)
where




















for s 6= 1 and Z1,t = 0. Let cν(t) = (1/n√m)∑mi=1 νi cos txi, c(t) = (1/n√m)∑mi=1 cos txi, sν(t) = (1/n√m)∑mi=1 νi sin txi
and s(t) = (1/n√m)∑mi=1 sin txi.






εu,v(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v)).




for 1 ≤ s ≤ n/2 and O( logm√ms ), for n/m ≤ s ≤ n/2. Similarly, |c(s)| and |s(s)| are bounded by O(
√
m
n ), for 1 ≤ s ≤ n/2 and
O( 1√ms ), for n/m ≤ s ≤ n/2. Also, |cν(n− s)| = |cν(s)|, |sν(n− s)| = |sν(s)|, |c(n− s)| = |c(s)| and |s(n− s)| = |s(s)|. Thus,












, 1 ≤ s ≤ n
m
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Then, we have
|cν(s)|, |sν(s)| ≤ C logmA(s),










The last equality can be shown as in (4.22) of [24].




















































εu,v(c(s− u)cν(t − v)− s(s− u)sν(t − v)), (4.11)





















which can be shown using (4.8) and (4.9). Now (4.3) follows using Lemma A.10 along with (4.7) and (4.10), which completes
the proof. 
5. Simulation study
A brief simulation study was conducted to illuminate the finite-sample behaviour of our estimator, and to illustrate its
practical application.We apply the estimator to simulated random fields Xs,t with a different Hurst index in each coordinate.
Specifically, we simulate a fractionally integrated noise
Xs,t = (1− L1)−d1(1− L2)−d2εs,t ,
where (1 − L)df (x) = ∑∞j=0wjf (x − j) with wj = Γ (j − d)/[Γ (d + 1)Γ (−d)] is the usual fractional difference operator,
and εs,t ∼ N(0, 1) is an IID white noise field. The fractional integration weights wj were computed using the recursive
formula [27, (7.13.1)]. The simulation used orders of fractional integration d = 0.1, 0.25, 0.4, so that the corresponding
values of the Hurst index H = d+ 1/2 are 0.6, 0.75, 0.9. Since we allow H to vary with coordinates, there are nine different
values of H = (H1,H2). We collapse to six cases with H1 ≤ H2, without loss of generality. The size of the simulated
random field was n × n where n = 128 is relatively small, and we truncated the fractional integration sum at J = 200
terms. We synthesise an ensemble of r = 1000 replications for each value H . For each replication, we compute Hˆ for each
m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , defining the number of Fourier frequencies in each coordinate used to compute the estimator. We also
compute the one dimensional local Whittle estimators, H˜ = (H˜1, H˜1), using a single row and column of the simulated data,
respectively. Then we compare the behaviour of this well known estimator with that of our new estimator, which uses all
the data.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the ensemble average Bias2, variance, and mean squared error for our estimator Hˆ , and
the one dimensional local Whittle estimator H˜ , when the true H = (0.6, 0.75). The magnitudes of these three diagnostic
quantities for our estimator Hˆ are, in general, smaller than those of the estimator H˜ , and naturally this conclusion holds for
any different row or column of the data used to compute H˜ (not shown). When m is between 40 and 60 [10%–20% of total
frequency vectors], our estimator Hˆ generally produces a reliable estimate ofH , with a lowerMSE than the one dimensional
estimator H˜ , for all values of H tested. The minimumMSE in each graph gives a rough indication of the optimal choice ofm
for this case.
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Fig. 1. Bias2 , variance andmean squared error versus the numberm of Fourier frequencies used, for our estimator Hˆ (left) and the usual one variable local
Whittle estimator H˜ (right). Note that the MSE of our estimator is significantly lower.
Fig. 2. Plot of our estimator Hˆi (left) and the usual one variable local Whittle estimator H˜i (right) versus the numberm of Fourier frequencies used. Three
representative realisations are shown, and the grey horizontal line indicates the true value of Hi . Note that our estimator stabilises near the true value over
a broad range ofm.
Since the local Whittle estimator depends on the numberm of Fourier frequencies used, we also explored the behaviour
of our estimator as it relates to the choice of m. Fig. 2 shows three representative plots of Hˆ and H˜ as a function of m in
the case H = (0.6, 0.75). In practical applications, a reasonable approach is to plot the local Whittle estimator against m,
and visually determine a region in which the estimator stabilises. Typically, in our simulations, the estimators Hˆi for both
coordinates stabilise at a value close to the true Hi for m near 40, and the stable range is fairly broad. The one dimensional
Whittle estimator H˜ is more variable, and of course this conclusion persists using any row or column of the data to compute
H˜ .
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Table 1
Average bias and standard deviation vectors from r = 1000 simulations for our estimator Hˆ , and the one dimensional local Whittle estimator H˜ , using
m = 40 Fourier frequencies. Our estimator has less bias and a smaller standard deviation in all cases.
(H1,H2) Bias SD
Hˆ = (Hˆ1, Hˆ2)
(0.60, 0.60) (−0.0041,−0.0059) (0.0146, 0.0140)
(0.60, 0.75) (−0.0044,−0.0087) (0.0140, 0.0136)
(0.60, 0.90) (−0.0043,−0.0092) (0.0145, 0.0142)
(0.75, 0.75) (−0.0094,−0.0097) (0.0139, 0.0143)
(0.75, 0.90) (−0.0089,−0.0090) (0.0148, 0.0141)
(0.90, 0.90) (−0.0084,−0.0092) (0.0143, 0.0143)
H˜ = (H˜1, H˜2)
(0.60, 0.60) (−0.0183,−0.0123) (0.0966, 0.0946)
(0.60, 0.75) (−0.0115,−0.0198) (0.0934, 0.0940)
(0.60, 0.90) (−0.0148,−0.0250) (0.0933, 0.0963)
(0.75, 0.75) (−0.0229,−0.0211) (0.0996, 0.0931)
(0.75, 0.90) (−0.0209,−0.0172) (0.0969, 0.0994)
(0.90, 0.90) (−0.0192,−0.0176) (0.0959, 0.0952)
Table 1 illustrates how the ensemble average bias and standard deviation of our estimator Hˆ , and of the one variable
local Whittle estimator H˜ , vary with H . For example, in the case H1 = H2 = 0.6, the average bias of Hˆ1 is −0.0041, and
the average bias of Hˆ2 is −0.0059. The bias of both estimators inflates as Hi increases from 0.5 to 1.0, while the standard
deviations are comparable for all Hi. For our estimator, the observed standard deviations are close to the asymptotic value
of 1/(2m) = 0.125 from Theorem 4.1. The one variable local Whittle estimator H˜i has a significantly higher bias, and a
significantly larger standard deviation, as compared with our estimator Hˆi, in all cases. Given the relatively small sample
size of n = 128, this provides some confidence that our estimator can be useful for real data analysis, as an improvement
over the one variable local Whittle estimator, in applications where the spatial data has significant anisotropy, so that the
Hurst index varies with coordinate. We also note that, since the standard deviation of our estimator is much smaller, the
opportunity to detect such anisotropy is greatly enhanced.
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Appendix
The following lemmas generalise Theorem 2 of Robinson [23] to the two dimensional case.
Let





Lemma A.1. Suppose A1–A3 hold. Then, uniformly for j, k, l, h = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and j < l, k < h,








































Proof. We show (A.1) first. It is equivalent to















h , and jk = jjkk.
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Note that γs,t = (2pi)−2
∫
Π2 f (x, y)e



















(x− xj), (y− yk)
)
dxdy, (A.6)
where K(x, y) is the product of Fejér’s kernels, that is,








where D(x) is called the Dirichlet kernel. Choose  > 0 and n such that for λ ∈ (−, ) \ {0}, for i = 1, 2,
|hi(λ)| ≤ C |λ|−2di , |h′i(λ)| ≤ C |λ|−1−2di .
























with a = xi and yj respectively, and by A1 and A2, especially the fact that f (x, y) is a product of two separate function
h1(x) and h2(y) near origin. We consider the following typical terms. The following inequalities of Diriclet Kernel and Fejer’s
kernel [10], are used repeatedly.∣∣∣∣∣ n∑
s=1
eisx




ei(s−l)x ≤ C(nx2)−1, x ∈ Π,
(A.8)











dλ = 2pi. (A.9)









[f (x, y)+ g(xj, yk)x−2d1j y−2d2k ]dxdy
≤ Cn−2x−2d1j y−2d2k = o(jk);
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For x ∈ [, pi], y ∈ [yk/2, 2yk],
f (x, y)− f (xj, yk) = f (x, y)− f (x, yk)+ f (x, yk)− f (xj, yk)
= f ′2(x, y˜)(y− yk)+ f ′1(x˜, yk)(x− xj), (A.10)
for x˜ between x and xj, and y˜ between y and yk. By A2,
f ′1(x, y) = g ′1(x, y)h1(x)h2(y)+ g(x, y)h′1(x)h2(y) = O(y−2d2);
f ′2(x, y) = g ′2(x, y)h1(x)h2(y)+ g(x, y)h1(x)h′2(y) = O(y−2d2−1).
(A.11)




f ′1(x˜, yk)(x− xj)F(x− xj)F(y− yk)dxdy

























y−2d2k = o(jk), (A.12)
by A3. In addition, by the fact that∫ cyk
−cyk
|D(y)|dy = O(log k) (A.13)




f ′2(x, y˜)(y− yk)F(x− xj)F(y− yk)dxdy































































































−pi are easier than the above three terms.





















































|f2(xj, y˜)(y− yk)|F(x− xj)F(y− yk)dxdy


















































































































































f (x, y)e−i[(s−u)x+(t−v)y]dxdy ei[(s+u)xj+(t+v)yk]















{f (x, y)− f (xj, yk)} 1n2D(xj − x)D(xj + x)D(yk − y)D(y+ yk)dxdy,
since ∫
Π












ei(2sxj) ≡ 0, (A.14)
by the fact that
∑n
s=1 e
i(xj−xk)s ≡ 0 for j 6= k (page 322, [10]). Decompose and argue as in the proof of (A.1), we can obtain
the result.
Now we prove (A.3).






















Ejl(x) = 12pinD(xj − x)D(x− xl).
We write E = Ejl(x)Ekh(y) for short, and also we assume j < l and k < h for simplicity. Using (A.14), we decompose the











[f (x, y)− f (xj, y)]Edx











[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)]Edx
 . (A.15)




























[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yh)+ f (xl, yh)]Edxdy; (A.16)











[f (x, y)− f (xj, y)− f (x, yk)+ f (xj, yk)]Edxdy
















[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yk)+ f (xl, yk)]Edxdy; (A.17)



























[f (x, yh)− f (xl, yh)− f (x, yk)+ f (xl, yk)]Edxdy; (A.18)







































[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yh)+ f (xl, yh)]Edxdy. (A.19)
We choose  and n as in the proof of (A.1). Also, because ofA1, the spectral density function f (x, y) is symmetric with respect
to x and y near origin, we only calculate typical terms in (A.15). First, we consider each term in (A.16). By the Mean Value
























And similarly, the second and the third terms in (A.16) are O(jlkh). To calculate the fourth term in (A.16), we choose an  as














[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yh)+ f (xl, yh)]Edxdy.




[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yh)+ f (xl, yh)]Edxdy| = O(jlkh) can be obtained as before. Using the












(f (x, y)− f (x, yh))Ekh(y)dy
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫ 2yh
(yk+yh)/2
(f (xl, y)− f (xl, yh))Ekh(y)dy
∣∣∣∣}



















































[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)− f (x, yh)+ f (xl, yh)]Edxdy
= I + II + III.
The last two terms II and III are O(jlkh) by similar arguments to (A.20) and (A.21), respectively. Again by the Mean Value














f ′2(x, y˜)(y− yh)Ejl(x)dx+
∫ xj/2
−xj/2





































This proves that (A.16) = O(jlkh).

























































|Ejl(x)|{|f ′2(x, y˜)| + |f ′2(xl, y˜′)|}|(yl − yk)Ekh(y)|dxdy























[f (x, yh)− f (xl, yh)− f (x, yk)+ f (xl, yk)]Edxdy
∣∣∣∣ = O(n−2) = o(ejlkh).
Summarise the above arguments, we obtain (A.3). We skip the proof of (A.4), which is similar to and easier than that of (A.3).
Corollary A.2. Under AA1 and AA2 , uniformly for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ mwith m/n→ 0,∫
Π2
∣∣∣∣τ(x, y)αij − 1
∣∣∣∣2 K(x− xi, y− yj)dxdy = O(1i + 1j
)
.
Proof. This corollary is a generalisation of Lemma 3 in [24]. It can be proved by similar arguments as in Lemma A.1. The new
technique here is, when x 6∈ [xi/2, 2xi] or y 6∈ [yj/2, 2yj], we use the fact
|τ(x, y)− αij|2 ≤ 2{f (x, y)+ f (xi, yj)}
to proceed. 
Remark A.3. (A.3) and (A.4) also hold when j < l, k = h or j = l, k < h. For example, we can write
E[ω(xj, yk)ω¯(xl, yk)] = 14pi2
∫
Π2
f (x, y)Ejl(x)F(y− yk)dxdy. (A.22)











[f (x, y)− f (xj, y)]Ejl(x)F(y− yk)dx











[f (x, y)− f (xl, y)]Ejl(x)F(y− yk)dx
 .
Also consider the partition of the range of y as in (A.7). Similar techniques in the proof of Lemma A.1 then apply for each
partition.












(Iij − |αij|2Iijε)+ (4pi2Iijε − 1),
where αij = τ(xi, yj) and τ(x, y) is defined in (1.5). For any η > 0,∣∣∣∣1− gijfij




∣∣∣∣ ≤ C, i, j = 1, . . . ,m. (A.24)
by Lemma A.1 and (1.6). By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality,
E|ωij − αijωijε| · |ωij + αijωijε| ≤
(
E[Iij] − αijE[ωijεω¯ij] − α¯ijE[ω¯ijεωij] + |αij|2E[Iijε]
)1/2
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which can be shown in a similar way to prove Lemma A.1.
Thus, for i, j = 1, . . . ,m,
1
fij








For the third term, E[4pi2Iijε − 1] = 0, and














(ε2s,t − 1)→p 0.

























by the inequality of Fejer’s kernel; e.g., see Zygmund [31, page 90]. Therefore,
4pi2Iijε − 1→p 0. (A.29)
The following lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem 4.1 regarding the asymptotic distribution of the local Whittle
estimator.



















for 1 ≤ q, r ≤ m, and ρ = max{q, r}.








)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cl2 n→∞. (A.30)
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[E|uijukh|2 − E|uijvkh|2 − E|ukhvij|2 + E|vijvkh|2]
}
=: a+ b,











































{(E|uij|2 − 1)(E|ukh|2 − 1)































{cum(uij, ukh, u¯ij, u¯kh)
− cum(uij, vkh, u¯ij, v¯kh)− cum(vij, ukh, v¯ij, u¯kh)+ cum(vij, vkh, v¯ij, v¯kh)
}
.
Definition of cumulants can be found in [9] (Page 18). We have





















































, i = k, j 6= h
(A.32)
for i, j, k, h = 1, . . .m by straightforward calculation using (A.8) as in the proof of Lemma A.1.
As in (A.26), by an argument similar to Lemma A.1 but for the cross-spectral density, we can show that
|Euijv¯ij| = 4pi2












































∼ x−d1y−d2 for x, y→ 0.






{2(E|uij|2 − 1)2 + 2(E|uij|2 − 1)+ |Eu2ij|2 − 2|Euijvij|2












≤ Cq log2 q,
where logk q = (log q)k.








(E|uij|2 − 1)(E|ukh|2 − 1)+ |Euijukh|2 + |Euiju¯kh|2

























































































≤ Cq2 log4 q.








(E|uij|2 − 1)(E|ukh|2 − 1)+ |Euijukh|2 + |Euiju¯kh|2






+ q2 log4 q
)
.










{(E|uij|2 − 1)(E|ukj|2 − 1)+ |Euijukj|2 + |Euiju¯kj|2
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+ q2 log4 q
)
.
Now, consider the term b2. By generalising (2.6.4) and (2.10.3) of Brillinger [9] to 2-dimensional linear random fields














Dijkh(x1, x2, y1, y2, z1, z2)d(x, y, z), (A.35)
wherewl = xl + yl + zl, for l = 1, 2, d(x, y, z) = dx1dx2dy1dy2dz1dz2,
Dijkh(x1, x2, y1, y2, z1, z2) = D(xi − w1)D(yj − w2)D(xk + x1)D(yh + x2)
×D(−xi + y1)D(−yj + y2)D(−xk + z1)D(−yh + z2).
We use D to denote this term for short when there is no confusion. After applying the identity (page 1649 of Robinson [24]):











(ai − 1)(aj+2 − 1),























which is bounded in absolute value by
CPijPkh,




∣∣∣∣τ(x1, x2)αij − 1
∣∣∣∣2 |D(xi − x1)D(yj − x2)|2n2 dx1dx2.


















Dd(x, y, z) ≤ CPkhP1/2ij .



















Therefore, by Corollary A.2 and
√




















































































= O (q5/2 log q) .
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a2 = O(q1/2 log q)which can be calculated similarly with k = i, h = j. We thus have
a+ b = O
(
q log2 q+ q
3 log2 q
l































[E|uijukh|2 − E|uijvkh|2 − E|ukhvij|2 + E|vijvkh|2]
}
=: c + d,











































{(E|uij|2 − 1)(E|ukh|2 − 1)































{cum(uij, ukh, u¯ij, u¯kh)
− cum(uij, vkh, u¯ij, v¯kh)− cum(vij, ukh, v¯ij, u¯kh)+ cum(vij, vkh, v¯ij, v¯kh)
}
.

















c + d = O (q5/2 log q) .










can be computed similarly.
By setting l2 =
√


































= O (q12/5 log8/5 q+ q5/2 log q)
= O (q5/2 log q) . (A.36)
The lemma follows by summarising (A.30), (A.31) and (A.36). 
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for 1 ≤ q, r ≤ m and ρ = max{q, r}.

























exp{i[(s− u)xi + (t − v)yj]}.









(n− s)|dr(s)|2 + nr2
n−1∑
s=1

























































where dq(s) =∑qj=1 eisxj and we have |dq(s)| ≤ Cq for s ≤ n/q and |dq(s)| ≤ Cn/s for s > n/q. 
Lemma A.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.1,









log i log j| = op(1).







































































































































by Lemmas A.4 and A.5 again. 
Lemma A.7. Under the assumption of Theorem 4.1, for l = 1, 2 and k = 0, 1, 2, as n→∞,
Ekl (H¯)− Ekl (H0) = op(n(2H10−1)+(2H20−1)(logm)−2). (A.37)
Also
E3(H¯)− E3(H0) = op(n(2H10−1)+(2H20−1)(logm)−2). (A.38)
Proof. We first notice that
( 2pi
n
)(2H10−1)+(2H20−1) E0(H0) = F 0(H0) = Gˆ(H0)→p G0 > 0 by (3.3) and the fact thatG(H0) = G0.













∣∣i2H1−2H10 j2H2−2H20 − 1∣∣ Iiji2H10−1j2H20−1.
Since |i2(H1−H10) − 1|/|H1 − H10| ≤ 2(log i)m2|H1−H10|,
|i2H1−2H10 j2H2−2H20 − 1| ≤ 4m2|H1−H10|+2|H2−H20|(log i)(log j)|H1 − H10||H2 − H20|
+ 2m2|H1−H10|(log i)|H1 − H10| + 2m2|H1−H10|(log j)|H2 − H20|
≤ Cm2|H1−H10|+2|H2−H20| {(logm)2|H1 − H10||H2 − H20|
+ (logm)|H1 − H10| + (logm)|H2 − H20|} .
Thus, we have
|Ek1(H)− Ek1(H0)| ≤ Cm2|H1−H10|+2|H2−H20|
{
(logm)2|H1 − H10||H2 − H20|
+ (logm)|H1 − H10| + (logm)|H2 − H20|} (logm)kE01 (H0).
For a fixed  > 0, define
M = {(H1,H2) : (logm)5|H1 − H10| < , (logm)5|H2 − H20| < }.
For allm sufficiently large, note that 2 < (logm)4. Hence, onM ,
|Ek1(H)− Ek1(H0)| ≤ C
{
2(logm)k−8 + 2(logm)k−4} E01 (H0)
≤ C(logm)k−4E01 (H0). (A.39)
To prove the desired result in this lemma, it suffices to show that, for η > 0,
P
(










The left hand side of (A.40) is bounded by
P
(

















+ P (H¯ ∈ Mc ∩Θ) ,
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where Mc = R2 \ M . The above first probability tends to zero for sufficiently small , since Gˆ(H0) → G0 > 0. Using the














We have shown that P
(
infΘ∩Ncδ S(H) ≤ 0
)
















by applying (3.1), it is enough to show that
sup
Θ∩Nδ
T (H) = op((logm)−10). (A.42)




∣∣∣∣∣ = op((logm)−10). (A.43)
Again, using the notation A(H) and B(H) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with the fact that infΘ∩Nδ B(H) ≥ infΘ B(H) ≥ 1/2 for
large enoughm, to prove (A.43) it suffices to show that
A(H) = a(H)+ b(H)+ c(H)+ d(H) = op((logm)−10).
By Lemmas A.4 and A.5, and (3.8), we can establish by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 that
A(H) = op((logm)−10). (A.44)
By (A.44) and (A.43)holds and similarly, we can show that (A.37) for l = 2 and (A.38) hold. 
We state the trigonometric identities as Lemma for convenience.





cos2 lxi = sin(2n− 1)xi8 sin xi +
1
8













cos lxi sin lxi = n4
cos xi
sin xi









cos lxi cos lxj = sin(2n− 1)(xi − xj)/28 sin(xi − xj)/2 +
sin(2n− 1)(xi + xj)/2








sin lxi sin lxj = sin(2n− 1)(xi − xj)/28 sin(xi − xj)/2 −
sin(2n− 1)(xi + xj)/2










sin(xi + xj)/2 −
cos(xi + xj)/2 sin(2n− 1)(xi + xj)/2
8 sin2(xi + xj)/2 −
cos(2n− 1)(xi + xj)/2







sin(xi − xj)/2 −
cos(xi − xj)/2 sin(2n− 1)(xi − xj)/2
8 sin2(xi − xj)/2 −
cos(2n− 1)(xi − xj)/2
8 sin(xi − xj)/2
)
.
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Proof. The proof follows by an elementary argument using
n∑
k=1







sin kθ = cos θ/2− cos(n+ 1/2)θ
2 sin θ/2
from [31].
To obtain the asymptotic normality, we need a two-parameter (or spatial) martingale central limit theorem. Consider
the ordering of two dimensional indices such that i¯ = (i1, i2) > j¯ = (j1, j2) if i1 > j1 or i1 = j1, i2 > j2. Denote 1¯ = (1, 1)
and n¯ = (n, n). Let Vn¯,k¯ = {j¯ ∈ Z2 | j¯ ≤ k¯, 1¯ ≤ j¯ ≤ n¯}, 1¯ ≤ k¯ ≤ k¯n¯ be the lattice subsets on the plane, Sn¯,k¯ =
∑
j¯∈Vn¯,k¯ ξn¯,j¯ and
Fn¯,k¯ be the σ -field of events generated by ξn¯,j¯ for j¯ ∈ Vn¯,k¯. Also denote Vn¯ := Vn¯,n¯. Assume that Sn¯,k¯ are square integrable and
ξn¯,k¯ satisfy
E[ξn¯,k¯] = 0, k¯ ∈ Vn¯,






and {Sn¯,k¯,Fn¯,k¯, 1¯ ≤ k¯ ≤ k¯n¯} be a zero-mean square integrable martingale array for each n ≥ 1. Note that ξn¯,k¯ = Sn¯,k¯− Sn¯,k¯−1
are martingale differences. We state the Martingale Central Limit Theorem [16] for convenience.
Theorem A.9. Let {Sn¯,k¯,Fn¯,k¯, 1¯ ≤ k¯ ≤ k¯n¯} be a square integrable martingale array defined as above. In addition,
k¯n¯∑
k¯=1¯




E[ξ 2n¯,k¯|Fn¯,k¯−1] − E[ξ 2n¯,k¯]
)
→p 0 and (A.46)
k¯n¯∑
k¯=1¯
E[ξ 2n¯,k¯I(|ξn¯,k¯| > δ)] → 0, (A.47)
for all δ > 0. Then
Sn¯,k¯n¯ H⇒ N(0, σ 2).


























for arbitrary a and b, not all zero. Using the notations in Theorem A.9, by letting ξn¯,k¯ = Ws,t , for k¯ = (s, t), it can be observed
that {∑j¯∈Vn¯,k¯ ξn¯,j¯,Fn¯,k¯, 1¯ ≤ k¯ ≤ k¯n¯} is a zero-meanmartingale array so that it is enough to verify conditions in Theorem A.9.
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since EZs,t = 0, EZs,tZs′,t ′ = 0 for (s, t) 6= (s′, t ′) and∑nt=1∑nv=1 c(t − v)s(t − v) = 0.
























sin(uxi) sin(uxj) = O(n)
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(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))



















t 6=v c(t − v)sν(t − v) = 0 and
∑n
t 6=v s(t − v)cν(t − v) = 0. By Lemma A.8 and
∑m





















































































4 I and (A.45) also holds.
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u,vu′,v′(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))
















u,vu′,v′(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))
× (cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)s(t − v′))
)
























































(cν(k)c(l)+ sν(k)s(l))2 =: I1 + I2 + I3.


































































































































u,vu′,v′(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))
× (cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)s(t − v′))
)2











(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))(cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)




























(cν(s− u)c(t − v)
− sν(s− u)s(t − v))(cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)s(t − v′))


















(cν(s− u)c(t − v)
− sν(s− u)s(t − v))(cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)s(t − v′))
× (cν(s′ − u)c(t ′ − v)− sν(s′ − u)s(t ′ − v))(cν(s′ − u′)c(t ′ − v′)− sν(s′ − u′)s(t ′ − v′))
)
=: II1 + II2 + II3.











cν(s− u)2c(t − v)2 + sν(s− u)2s(t − v)2
)















































(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))
× (cν(s− u′)c(t − v′)− sν(s− u′)s(t − v′))(cν(s′ − u)c(t ′ − v)− sν(s′ − u)s(t ′ − v))
× (cν(s′ − u′)c(t ′ − v′)− sν(s′ − u′)s(t ′ − v′))
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which implies II = op(1). Again, we can show III = op(1) in a similar way, and consequently (A.50) holds. Similar to (A.50)
and (A.51) also holds.








































u,vu′,v′(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))


















(u,vu′,v′(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))
× (c(s− u′)cν(t − v′)− s(s− u′)sν(t − v′))
)
=: I + II + III + IV .












(2u,v − 1)(cν(s− u)c(t − v)− sν(s− u)s(t − v))























=: I1 + I2.
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Similar to the proof of (A.53), we can show III = op(1) and IV = op(1). Thus, (A.52) holds and so we have proved that (A.46).
Next, to prove that (A.47) holds, in view of (A.49) we consider a sufficient condition
n∑
s,t=1
EW 4s,t → 0
and this can be shown by
n∑
s,t=1






sinceW 4s,t ≤ C(Z4s,t + Z∗s,t4).








































































Also (A.55) can be shown in a similar way. Thus (A.47) holds, and the proof is complete. 
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